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Here we go with Draw/off #10. Since we made it to 10 contests I figured this would be a good time to
do something special. 

The first part of this contest will be the pencils. Same rules as always. No inks, no color, no
nothing...except pencils. You will have 2 weeks to draw something cool and inspiring.

Right after the deadline comes and goes for the pencils, the inkers and colorist come in and pick one
of the drawings to ink and color. The rules here are you CAN'T ink and color your own drawing. It has
to be someone elses drawing. Now if you can't draw or don't want to draw, you can still enter round
two and ink and color a drawing. The ink and color round will have a deadline of 2 weeks. 

Now comes round 3. Again, right after the deadline is over for the ink and color round, the manippers
come in. You CAN'T manip your own work, so it has to be someone else's coloring job. The manip
will have to be of the colored line art. It has to be as close to the original drawing w/colors as
possible. There will be a 2 week deadline for this round also.

So, as an example, a person could come in and do a penciled drawing, do the color round (of a
different persons drawing) and on to the 3rd round of Manipping a colored picture that someone else
did. The thing is you won't be coloring or manipping your own work, you will always be doing
someone elses stuff. That is except for the first round of pencils. Now, if you can't draw, and only
color, then enter just the color round. Same thing for the manippers. Or maybe you want to pencil
and manip but not color, whatever you feel like doing.

At the end of the contest, we will have a poll open to the public to vote on each stage of the contest.
We will have a vote and winner for the pencil round, the ink/color round and the manipping round.
Theoretically a person could win each round. If this happens, we are gonna try to have a special
prize awarded for that person. We will have to see. As for the winners of each round, that will be
determined as we go along. 

Ok, got all that? Good. Here is the theme for the contest. Hope has requested that we take our
favorite hero or villain from DC and our favorite hero or villain from Marvel and team them up. Put
them in a dramatic pose, they are working together for some common good or evil. Superman and
Spiderman, helping some old lady across the street. Or how about Superman and DoctorDoom, an
odd pair, trying to defeat an alien invasion. Perhaps two villains bringing death and destruction or a
villain and hero who are getting into trouble. You choose.

The deadline for the first round will be the 25th of Apri 2006 at NOON. Good luck to everyone and
have some fun. 
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